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About the Book

A decade ago, Clark Winston nearly had a nervous breakdown after the man of her dreams, Devin Patterson, left her to 

marry another woman. Soon after, her best friend, the mother of her niece, died, leaving Clark sole custodian of the 10-

year-old. Knowing she had to pull herself together, she sought help at a mental health clinic run by an old college friend, 

Dr. Kenneth Winston. The attraction was instant, and they proved to be a perfect match. Now 10 years later, the past is 

behind her and she has a perfect career and family at hand.

Discussion Guide

1. Did you feel that Clark had lost herself in her marriage? If so, what could she have done differently?

2. What do you feel was Devin?s motive for marrying Taylor?

3. Did you get the impression that Taylor was in love with Devin? Why or why not?

4. Did Kenneth seem to resent Clark? Where did it seem to stem from?

5. What were your initial thoughts when Clark decided to reach out to Devin? Was it wise?

6. Do you think Clark would have made the first call if her marriage was more stable?

7. Do you think that Clark and Devin were realistic about their feelings for each other after so much time had passed?

8. Would you have been able to trust Devin if you were Clark?
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9. Would you have been able to support Kenneth during his dilemma? Why do you think Clark did?

10. How do you think Taylor and Devin?s marriage would have played out without Clark in the picture?

11. Did you have any compassion for Kenneth in the end?

12. Did you think all the characters got what they deserved?
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